
FUMC ESL 12-3-2018 High Intermediate Lesson

Introduce yourself by saying your name and your country. Then answer this question.    
What were the best years of your life, so far? Why?

Adjective or Adverb?

If we describe someone, we use an adjective. EX: That girl is strange.  If we tell HOW 
someone did something, we use an adverb. Frequently, adverbs end in LY.  EX: That 
girl is acting strangely. We use adjectives to describe HOW something feels, smells, 
tastes, looks. EX: This tea tastes strange. NOT strangely. We use adjectives after “to be” 
verbs.  EX: Joe is tired. Martha is happy.

Good is an adjective. Well is an adverb. So we say She is a good piano player. She plays 
well. But well can act as an adjective if you are talking about your health. EX: How are 
you? Very well, thank you.

Fast can be an adjective or an adverb. EX: He runs fast.  He is a fast runner.

This is confusing and many Americans get this wrong.

Choose the correct word (adjective or adverb) in these sentences.

1. I am (happy/ happily) about my new coat.  I will (happy/ happily) trade my old coat 
for the new one.

2. The bus driver was (bad/ badly) injured in the accident. The accident was a (bad/ 
badly) one.

3. Joe opened the door (careful/ carefully). Be (careful/ carefully) when you open 
the door.

4. Her English  is (good/ well).         She speaks (good/ well).    I did really (good/ well) 
on the exam.  This is a (good/ well) cake.

5. He writes (horrible/ horribly).      He writes (horrible/ horribly) poems.
6. The policeman watched them (close/ closely).    That car almost hit us. It was a 

(close/ closely) call.
7. She speaks (perfect/ perfectly) English.  She speaks English (perfect/ perfectly).
8. The trip was a disaster because it was (poor/ poorly) planned.  She did a (poor/ 

poorly) job of planning.
9. He (gentle / gently) set the bomb down on the table. The puppies are all (gentle / 

gently).
10. This house smells (strong / strongly) of bleach. Someone has been cleaning. Bleach 

is a very (strong / strongly) smell.



When we use adjectives to compare things, we use different forms of the word. For 
example:

Grandfather is old. He is older than my uncle. Grandfather is the oldest of three 
brothers.

We add "er" if we are comparing two things and "est" if we are comparing three or 
more. Notice that we add the word "the" before the adjectives with "est".  

Here are some simple rules for using adjectives.  

a-Most adjectives that are one syllable, add er and est.  EXAMPLES: brave, braver, 
bravest  OR dark, darker, darkest  OR fine, finer, finest 
b-Most two and three syllable adjectives do not add er and est. They use more and 
most before the word. EXAMPLES: peaceful, more peaceful, most peaceful   OR  
exciting, more exciting and most exciting 
c-Two syllable words that end in er, le or ow are treated like one syllable words. 
EXAMPLES: narrow, narrower, narrowest  OR simple, simpler, simplest

But, of course, this is English, so there are some exceptions. There are also adjectives 
called "irregular adjectives". Here is a list.

Fill out this adjective chart with the comparative forms. Be careful with your spelling.

good better best

bad worse worst

far farther farthest

little less least

many more most

heavy

new

nervous

quick

soft

thin

funny

dirty



Tell:

the dirtiest place you've ever been 
when you are most nervous 
the best meal you've ever eaten 
the worst meal you've ever eaten 
the most famous person you've ever met 
the earliest you've ever gone to work  
the most embarrassed you've ever been 
the coldest you've ever been 
the angriest you've ever been

Write the correct form of the adjective in the sentences.

loud  1. That is the ________________ sound I have ever heard.

happy  2. Jeb was ______________ at school than I was.

early  3. They left __________________ than we did.

good   4. Dad was the _____________ pitcher in the baseball league.

polite   5. Jack is _____________________ than his cousin.

little    6. There are ____________ black hats than there are brown hats.

poor   7. I was always the _______________ kid in school.

beautiful   8. She is the _____________________ girl in the world.

thin   9. Janice eats less, so she is ________________ than her sister.

bad  10. That guy is the _______________ dancer I've ever seen.

big   11. Is Jim _____________ than his dad?

interesting  12. This is the ___________________________ class I've ever taken.


